Feature Request:

tls_cert sticky buffer for the entire parsed out SSL certificate.

Notes:
- Similar to other tls_* sticky buffers
- Should have fast_pattern support
- Usefulness will diminish with TLS1.3 adoption since the cert exchange will be encrypted but I believe this effort is still worthwhile and the functionality valuable.

History

#1 - 11/13/2018 05:42 PM - Victor Julien
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Mats Klepsland
- Target version set to TBD

Mats, are you interested in taking this?

#2 - 11/13/2018 05:46 PM - Mats Klepsland
Of course, Victor! :)

#3 - 05/17/2019 06:29 PM - Victor Julien
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed
- Target version changed from TBD to 5.0rc1
- Effort deleted (low)
- Difficulty deleted (low)

https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/3859